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Many self-report inventories in social/personality psychology are developed and scored 
using dominance-based assumptions. Specifically, it is assumed that the relationship between 
item endorsement and the latent trait is monotonically increasing. It is possible, however, that the 
item response process for these inventories actually follows an ideal-point process in which 
respondents seek to endorse items that best describe them, leading to non-monotonic relations 
between item responses and latent traits. This study examined whether the item response process 
underlying the Experiences in Close Relationships-Revised (ECR-R; Fraley, Waller, & Brennan, 
2000)--a commonly used self-report measure of adult attachment styles--is best understood as a 
dominance or ideal-point process. The authors compared the fits of alternative models in a 
sample of 1,293 adults. Results showed that the ideal point model provided a good account of the 
response process, and provided better interpretability for the full trait continuum. Importantly, 
people who were the most insecure were the most likely to be scored differently under these two 
item response models. I confirmed this finding in a simulation study: When data were generated 
from an ideal-point process, scores computed using dominance model assumptions led to striking 
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 Attachment theory has emerged as a prominent theoretical framework in psychological 
science, one that spans social, developmental, personality, clinical, and organizational behavior 
(see Cassidy & Shaver, 2016, for a review). One of the key ideas in attachment theory is that 
there are considerable individual differences in how secure (or insecure) people are in their close 
relationships. These individual differences, often referred to as attachment styles, are associated 
with a wide range of important outcomes, including psychological well-being, relationship 
functioning, and psychopathology (see Gillath, Karantzas, & Fraley, 2016, and Mikulincer & 
Shaver, 2016, for reviews). Given the importance of attachment styles for a wide array of 
outcomes in psychology, there has naturally been a great deal of interest in the assessment of 
attachment and on examining alternative measurement models for these individual differences.1  
 Hazan and Shaver (1987) published the earliest self-report measure of adult attachment 
styles. They adopted Ainsworth’s three-category typology of attachment in infancy (Ainsworth, 
Blehar, Waters, & Wall, 1978) as a foundation for assessing individual differences in attachment 
during adulthood. Shortly after Hazan and Shaver introduced their three-category system, 
researchers began expanding this system in a number of ways. For example, some scholars 
proposed that four categories were more appropriate than three (e.g., Bartholomew & Horowitz, 
1991). Other scholars explored dimensional alternatives to categorical systems (e.g., Collins & 
Read, 1990; Griffin & Bartholomew, 1994; Fraley & Waller, 1998; Simpson, 1990).  
Modern researchers in social-personality psychology tend to focus on a two-dimensional 
model of attachment (see Figure 1). Although this model captures the same conceptual styles that 
                                                            
1 I focus in this article on self-report measures of attachment, as they were developed and refined in the social-
personality tradition. Although these kinds of measures are widely used, there are alternative measures, based on 





are represented in Bartholomew’s four-categorical model (Griffin & Bartholomew, 1994), the 
two-dimensional system represents these patterns with greater specificity and fidelity (Fraley et 
al., 2015). These dimensions are typically referred to as attachment-related anxiety and 
attachment-related avoidance (e.g., Brennan, Clark, & Shaver, 1998). Attachment-related anxiety 
refers to the extent to which people are insecure about their partner’s availability, love, and 
responsiveness. Attachment-related avoidance refers to the strategies people use for regulating 
attachment-related behavior, thought, and affect – whether they are comfortable opening up to or 
depending on others; allowing others to depend on them in intimate contexts; or are more 
reserved and cautious, guarding themselves and their emotions (Gillath et al., 2016). These two 
dimensions reflect variation in the way the attachment system functions across people and are 
commonly used as the basis for assessment in both research and practice.  
The two most commonly used self-report instruments for assessing individual differences 
are the Experiences in Close Relationships questionnaire (ECR; Brennan et al., 1998) and a 
revised version of that questionnaire called the ECR-R (Fraley, Waller, & Brennan, 2000). Both 
of these instruments were developed following deductive and inductive scale development 
strategies, which are typically grounded in dominance model assumptions (Coombs, 1964). 
Dominance models assume that the probability of endorsing an item (or rating it highly on a 
rating scale) varies as a monotonic function of latent trait being assessed. Thus, the higher the 
person’s standing on the latent trait, the higher the probability that a person will endorse an item. 
For example, in a basic mathematics test, it is usually assumed that the probability of correctly 
answering an algebra question varies as a positive function of a person's mathematics ability and 
knowledge. In a dominance framework, item selection is often based on item-total correlations, 




Although dominance models have a monopoly on scale development in personality and 
social psychology, scholars have recently begun to explore ideal point models as alternatives 
(Roberts, Laughlin, & Wedell, 1999; Roberts, Donoghue, & Laughlin, 2000). Ideal-point models 
assume that the probability of endorsing an item is an inverse function of the discrepancy 
between the trait level of the person and the appropriateness of the item. In an ideal-point 
framework, some items can be too extreme for people with moderate trait levels. Consider an 
item such as “In my free time, I enjoy chatting quietly with friends.” People who are extremely 
introverted may not endorse this item strongly. But, as extraversion levels increase, the 
probability of endorsing the item should also increase--but only up to a point: At some point on 
the latent trait continuum the statement becomes too “mild,” and the probability of item 
endorsement should begin to decrease again. In an ideal-point model framework, endorsement is 
maximized at the point at which the item characteristics appropriately match the trait level. This 
contrasts sharply with dominance assumptions. A dominance model assumes that the probability 
of endorsing this item continues to increase as extraversion levels increase. 
Several scholars have argued that ideal point models are more appropriate for the 
measurement of personality and attitudes than dominance models (Chernyshenko, Stark, Chan, 
Drasgow, & Williams, 2001; Stark, Chernyshenko, Drasgow, & Williams, 2006). Unfortunately, 
it is not currently known which of these models is most appropriate for assessing individual 
differences in adult attachment. The aim of this article is to fill this gap by comparing dominance 
and ideal point models for measuring adult attachment. I begin by outlining the assumptions of 
dominance and ideal-point models in more depth. Next, I report the results of an analysis that 
compares these two models in a large sample (N = 1,293) of adults who completed the ECR-R. 




assessing insecurity via a simulation study. Finally, I outline the implications and limitations of 
our work. 
Alternative Item Response Processes and Item Response Models 
 It is often assumed that respondents use different response processes depending on the 
kind of construct being measured. For example, when taking a cognitive ability test, such as the 
GRE, a respondent’s goal is to obtain as high a score as possible. This is achieved by trying to 
answer each item correctly. And this, in turn, is facilitated when the respondent has high 
knowledge, skill, and ability levels. However, when taking a non-cognitive test, such as a 
personality questionnaire, the response process may be different. A respondent may endorse an 
item only if he or she deems the item to be an appropriate descriptor of his or her thoughts, 
feelings, or behavior. That is, respondents are not typically trying to obtain the highest score 
possible. Instead, respondents are trying to endorse items that accurately reflect the way they see 
themselves with respect to the attributes being measured.  
This distinction is well-captured using Cronbach’s (1949) terminology. Cronbach 
differentiated between tests designed to assess maximal performance and tests designed to assess 
typical behaviors. Maximal performance is defined by what an individual can do. Typical 
behaviors are conceptualized as those in which an individual tends to engage (Cronbach, 1949; 
Tay, Drasgow, Rounds, & Williams, 2009). I use this terminology below to emphasize the 
distinction between the response processes that are relevant to these kinds of behaviors and how 
they are relevant to alternative item response models.  
Dominance Models and Maximal Performance Behaviors 
Dominance models assume a monotonic relationship between a person’s latent trait level 




illustrates this via an item response function (IRF). This curve shows that the probability of item 
endorsement varies monotonically as a function of the latent trait being assessed. Dominance 
processes are commonly assumed in Item Response Theory (IRT) models, such as the Rasch 
(also known as the one-parameter logistic model; 1PL), the two-parameter logistic model (2PL; 
Birnbaum, 1968), the three-parameter logistic model (3PL; Birnbaum, 1968), and the four-
parameter logistic model (4PL; Barton & Lord, 1981) for dichotomous data, and Samejima’s 
graded response model (SGR; Samejima, 1969) for polytomous data (Hambleton, Swaminathan, 
& Rogers, 1991).  
As an example of how these models work, consider a set of attachment items for which 
respondents choose “Disagree” or “Agree” to indicate whether each statement describes them. 
These dichotomous responses can be coded 1ix   for a positive response, and 0ix   for a 
negative response to the thi  item. Let   denote the latent attachment-related dimension. The 2PL 
model represents the probability of an affirmative response to item i by person j with latent trait 
j  as 
1
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where ia  is a discrimination parameter, ib  is a location parameter, and D is a normal ogive 
scaling constant equal to 1.702 (Lord & Novick, 1968). The basic logic of this model can be 
extended to situations in which more than two response options are used (e.g., a 5-point scale 
including “Strongly Disagree”, “Disagree”, “Neutral”, “Agree”, and “Strongly Agree”). In such a 
situation, the probability of endorsing the response option k from a number of K options for item 
i by person j is given by 
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.    (3) 
In both dichotomous and polytomous cases, the item discrimination parameter ia reflects 
the steepness of the IRF (example shown as Figure 2). The item location parameter ib  (also 
known as the item difficulty) represents the point along the trait continuum where respondents 
have a 50% chance of responding positively.  
 Dominance models are often employed in the context of assessing maximal performance. 
When such measures are taken, the concern is placed on measuring the limits of an individual’s 
capacity (Fiske & Butler, 1963). For example, a test of sprinting speed is used to obtain the 
maximum speed that an individual can run. The threshold ratio (set distance over elapsed time) 
provides information on the limits of the person’s abilities and indicates what the individual can 
do rather than what the individual typically does. When responding to maximal performance 
behavior measures, individuals attempt to “dominate” the items. In a cognitive ability test, for 
example, individuals with high abilities are more likely to answer an item correctly compared to 
those with lower abilities. And although individuals with lower ability levels would usually 
struggle to answer harder items correctly, individuals with higher ability levels are generally able 
to answer all easier items correctly.  
It is important to note that dominance models are not specific to IRT. Classical Test 
Theory (CTT) and factor analysis are also based on dominance assumptions. For example, in 
CTT, researchers often sum or average responses to items after adjusting for reverse-keyed 
items. This scaling procedure is based on the assumption that item endorsement varies as a 




estimated by summing or averaging item responses. Although researchers who use sum scores 
and other CTT techniques rarely consider whether the dominance assumptions are appropriate 
for the constructs being assessed, these assumptions are nonetheless implicit in the assessment 
methods being used and have consequences for the way individual differences are understood.  
Ideal Point Models and Typical Behavior 
 Ideal point models, also known as unfolding models (see Roberts et al., 2000), were 
introduced as a way to overcome some of the limitations of dominance models and to provide an 
alternative way of modeling the response process. Ideal point models describe a fundamentally 
different type of response process, positing that individuals tend to most strongly endorse items 
that are close to their perceived self (Thurstone, 1927a, 1927b, 1928). Unlike dominance models, 
which assume that the probability of a positive response is positively related to ( )j jb  , ideal 
point models assume that the probability of a positive response is negatively related to j jb  . 
That is, ideal point models assume that a person is less likely to endorse an item when the item 
reflects a trait level further from his or her perceived standing on the latent trait (i.e. the “ideal 
point”). This negative relationship indicates that one can choose not to endorse an item either 
because the item is perceived as not extreme enough (i.e., “disagreement from the above”) or 
because the item is perceived as being too extreme (i.e., “disagreement from below”). This 
process results in a non-monotonic IRF, as seen in Figure 3. Unlike the dominance model, the 
probability of endorsement for any item under an ideal point model peaks only when the item 
location matches the respondent’s self-identification on the dimension. When ideal-point models 
are appropriate, scoring people using methods with dominance assumptions (such as total 
scores), can lead people high on the trait to having lower scores than they would have under 




 The example illustrated in Figure 3 is based on the generalized graded unfolding model 
(GGUM; Roberts et al., 2000), a widely used ideal point IRT model. The GGUM can be fitted to 
both dichotomous and polytomous data. For dichotomous data, the GGUM model is given by
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where i , i , and 1i  respectively denote the ith item’s discrimination, location, and subjective 
threshold parameters. The estimated IRF in GGUM can vary on its slope and location, similar to 
in a dominance model. It is important to note that the GGUM is capable of fitting dominance 
data when i  is high. That is, the GGUM can provide a close approximation to dominance 
models in some cases. 
 Ideal point models have been found to better fit data based on typical behaviors, such as 
personality (Chernyshenko, Stark, Drasgow, & Roberts, 2007), vocational interests (Tay et al., 
2009), attitudes like job satisfaction (Carter & Dalal, 2010), and non-ability emotional 
intelligence (Cho, Drasgow, & Cao, 2015). These measures are not designed to assess capacity 
limits or maximal performance. Thus, it is unlikely that respondents use a dominance response 
process when evaluating the items. Conceptually, respondents should use an ideal-point response 
process to evaluate the extent to which the items describe the self. If this is correct, people with 
higher standings on the trait continuum will not necessarily endorse a greater number of items. 
Nonetheless, with accurate information about the item response parameters, it should be possible 
to correctly scale a person high on the latent trait even if he or she has endorsed fewer items. 
Overview of the Present Research 
 Virtually all research on adult attachment is based on dominance assumptions. That is, 




taken to reflect higher levels of the latent dimension of interest. Along with other scholars (e.g., 
Chernyshenko et al., 2007; Tay et al., 2009), I have argued that, although dominance 
assumptions may be appropriate for the assessment of maximal performance, they may not be 
appropriate for situations in which one is assessing the typical behaviors or attitudes that people 
engage in or hold. I believe that most attachment researchers are interested in assessing the 
typical thoughts, feelings, and behaviors that differentiate some people from others. If this is the 
case, it could be that the widespread use of dominance models in attachment research have led to 
the mismeasurement of attachment styles.  
 To determine whether dominance or ideal-point processes are more appropriate for the 
measurement of individual differences in adult attachment, IRT item calibration and model 
comparisons are needed. The purpose of this research was to compare item response models that 
assume a dominance process versus an ideal point process for adult attachment items. I should 
note that, because all currently validated self-report adult attachment scales were developed 
under dominance assumptions (e.g., factor analysis), it is possible that these scales have very few 
items that actually assess the moderate regions of the attachment space. If this is the case, I could 
prematurely run into suboptimal model comparison results. Therefore, it is not only important to 
examine the issue empirically (Study 1), but also to conduct simulations under a variety of 
assumptions to better explore these issues (Study 2).  
In Study 1, I investigated a well-established adult attachment scale that had been 
developed with dominance methods (i.e., the ECR-R; Fraley et al., 2000). I fit dominance and 
ideal point models to approximately unidimensional subsets of data from the inventory. I 
followed procedures used by Stark and colleagues (2006) to examine whether items exhibited 
folding in the IRT fit plots, and whether the fit indices, the adjusted 
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indicating good fit (Drasgow, Levine, Tsien, Williams, & Mead, 1995). I expected that at least 
some IRT fit plots would display folding. Further, I expected the ideal point models to have 
similarly small adjusted 
2
df
  values, if not smaller as compared with the dominance models.  
Study 2 is a simulation study. The purpose of Study 2 was to further examine the 
implications of using different kinds of scoring methods (i.e., those based on dominance models 
vs. ideal-point models) when data are generated from simulated (or known) response models. 
Specifically, I explore the kinds of assessment errors that can occur when dominance models are 









 Data were collected through an online questionnaire hosted on R. Chris Fraley’s website 
designed “to assess your attachment style in different relationships.” The website contains a 
variety of web studies and demonstrations regarding personality, attachment, and close 
relationships, and can be found via online searches under a variety of key words relevant to 
personality and relationships. The site receives over 500 visitors a day (though not all visitors 
participate in each study and exercise posted). Previous research has shown that Internet-based 
samples often provide useful and valid data for psychological research (Gosling, Vazire, 
Srivastava, & John, 2004). In addition, online samples are often more diverse than traditional 
samples.  
 I randomly selected 1,500 cases from the website for the purposes of data analysis2. I 
limited the sample size to 1,500 people to create a balance between the need for a large sample 
size for parameter estimation and constraints on computation and processing speed. Of the 1,500 
respondents, the average age was 33.79 (SD = 10.98) and 73.33% were woman. I excluded cases 
if the respondent indicated having taken the questionnaire before, or the respondent was not 
within the age range of 18 to 65 years old. The exclusion criteria left us with a final sample size 
of 1,293 total usable cases. This sample size is ample for our purposes of IRT and model fit 
analyses (suggested sample size is 1000 or more; Tay, Ali, Drasgow, & Williams, 2011; Tay & 
Drasgow, 2012). 
Adult Attachment Measure 
                                                            
2 I also extracted another 1,500 cases as a validation sample to replicate our findings. The conclusions remained the 




 To assess individual differences in adult attachment, I used the ECR-R (Fraley et al., 
2000). The ECR-R is a self-report measure of attachment derived from the ECR (Brennan et al., 
1998), designed to assess individual differences in the romantic partner relational domain. I 
selected the ECR-R is because it is a validated and IRT-calibrated scale considered to have 
excellent psychometric properties and is widely used. With 36 items in total, the ECR-R assesses 
two constructs: attachment-related anxiety and avoidance. Attachment-related anxiety concerns 
the extent to which a person is worried that the target may reject him or her. An example high 
anxiety item is “I'm afraid that I will lose my partner's love”, and an example for low anxiety is 
“I rarely worry about my partner leaving me”. Eighteen items assess anxiety (Cronbach’s  = 
0.936). Attachment-related avoidance concerns the strategies that people use to regulate their 
attachment behavior. People with high avoidance are uncomfortable with closeness and 
dependency (e.g., “I am nervous when partners get too close to me”), whereas people with low 
avoidance are comfortable using others as a secure base and safe haven (e.g., “I find it easy to 
depend on romantic partners”). Eighteen items assess avoidance (Cronbach’s  = 0.926).  
 Respondents were asked to rate each item on a 7-point Likert scale (1 as “Strongly 
Disagree” to 7 as “Strongly Agree”) with respect to how much they agree that the statement 
describes how they think, feel or act in romantic relationships. In cases which people did not 
have a current romantic partner, they were instructed to respond to items regarding how they felt 
in their most recent meaningful relationship with someone. If they had never been in any 
romantic relationship before, they were asked to imagine what their romantic relationship would 





 The item response models used in this study assume a unidimensional latent trait. 
Hambleton and colleagues (1991) described this assumption by stating that “only one [construct] 
is measured by a set of items in a test.” However, research has shown that the unidimensionality 
assumption does not have to be strictly met. The existence of a dominant factor that substantially 
influences item responses is enough to proceed with the analyses (Drasgow & Hulin, 1990; 
Reckase, 1979). Because the ECR-R is designed to assess two dimensions (attachment anxiety 
and avoidance), I examined items for each dimension separately and performed 
unidimensionality check on those two sets of items via exploratory factor analysis (EFA). I 
examined the loadings and investigated the percentage of variance explained by the first factor 
for each dimension to confirm unidimensionality.  
Data Recoding 
 For part of this study, I recoded the original response options into fewer categories to 
facilitate IRT parameterization. Although for measurement purposes, it is generally advocated to 
include multiple options in a rating scale, for understanding the underlying psychological 
processes, I opt for simpler models by reducing the number of item parameters to be estimated 
due to the error-prone nature of complex model estimation. This is especially important when 
low frequencies of endorsement are observed for some response options (e.g. a lack of extreme 
endorsements). To better reflect the original intention of the respondents, instead of 
dichotomizing responses, I retained the neutral responses and collapsed all agreeing responses 
into positive and all disagreeing responses into negative endorsements. Therefore, the seven 
options were collapsed into three: 0 for strongly disagree to somewhat disagree, 1 for neither 
agree nor disagree, and 2 for somewhat agree to strongly agree.  




 IRT item parameters were obtained for the ECR-R measure by fitting two different 
classes of IRT models to the data: dominance and ideal point. Because our data is polytomous, 
the dominance model of choice was the SGR model (Samejima, 1969), as defined previously in 
Equations (2) and (3). For the SGR model, responses to the negatively-keyed items were reverse 
coded. I used the ‘mirt’ package (Chalmers, 2012) in R (R Core Team, 2017) to estimate the 
SGR item parameters for discrimination ( ia ) and difficulty ( ijb ). I also obtained maximum a 
posteriori (MAP) estimates of attachment for each of the two dimensions using the ‘mirt’ 
package. For the ideal point model, the GGUM (Roberts et al., 2000) was used, as generalized 
for polytomous data (for details, please see Equation [7] in Roberts et al. [2000]) from the 
previously defined dichotomous form in Equation (4). Three types of item parameters ( i -item 
discrimination, i -item location, and ij -subjective threshold) were obtained. GGUM2004 
(Roberts, Fang, Cui, & Wang, 2004) computer software was used to estimate item parameters. 
Maximum likelihood estimates of attachment scores on each of the two attachment dimensions 
were obtained with GGUM2004 for comparison with dominance scoring.  
Model-Data Fit  
 To determine which model better fit the data, I examined graphical fit plots and statistical 
tests of goodness-of-fit. Levine and Williams (1991, 1993) showed that fit plots based on the 
ratio of posterior densities have the same shape as the true item response curve. These plots were 
obtained from the MODFIT 3.0 program (Stark, 2001) and examined for unfolding, evidence of 
the ideal point response process (Stark et al., 2006). I adopted the ordinary chi-square fit statistic 
as our statistical test for goodness-of-fit, as it is a marginal statistic based on scaled differences 
between the model-expected and observed differences in endorsement. Chi-square singles are 




various misfits (Van den Wollenberg, 1982), so I computed chi-square statistics for pairs and 
triples of items to circumvent this problem. One should expect smaller doublets’ and triplets’ 




  less than three indicate good absolute model-data fit (Drasgow et al., 1995). 
All chi-square statistics were adjusted to what would be expected in a sample size of 3,000 for 
generalizable comparisons across sample sizes. These calculations were carried out also using 
the MODFIT 3.0 program.   
Results 
 EFA was performed on the correlation matrix of 36 ECR-R items, producing a clear two-
dimensional factor structure, corresponding to the ECR-R item classification. An EFA was then 
performed on each subset of the items. Unidimensionality is considered confirmed by finding a 
dominant first factor that accounts for at least 20% of variance (Reckase, 1979). I found 
dominant factors for the two dimensions account for more than 40% of variance (49.04% for 
attachment-related anxiety, and 46.63% for attachment-related avoidance). The two subsets of 
items (i.e. attachment-related anxiety and avoidance) were then analyzed by the traditional CTT 
method and the two IRT models (i.e. SGR and GGUM).  
The means and standard deviations of all study variables for each of the scoring models, 
along with their reliabilities and correlations, are reported in Table 1. For the CTT scores, the 
reliabilities are Cronbach’s alphas (Cronbach, 1951); for IRT, marginal reliabilities are reported. 
As suggested by Green and colleagues (Green, Bock, Humphery, Linn, & Reckase, 1984), they 

















 Scores from different models on the same construct correlate highly with each other, with 
an average correlation above 0.95. Consistent with previous findings, attachment-related anxiety 
and avoidance correlated moderately with each other ( r  = 0.45; Cameron, Finnegan, & Morry, 
2012).  
Model Comparisons 
 I assessed model fit by examining adjusted 
2
df
  values. Table 2 presents the model fit 
results. It is interesting to see that none of the values under dominance or ideal point models 
showed adequate fit (i.e., smaller than 3.0; Drasgow et al., 1995) albeit presenting reasonable 
empirical (as opposed to absolute; Tay et al., 2011) fit under both classes of IRT models 
(between 3.0 and 8.0). Although dominance model based 
2
df
  values were consistently smaller 
than ideal point model based ones, I should take caution in concluding that the responding 
process for the construct of adult attachment was dominance. Note that the ECR-R items were 
pre-selected following dominance model analyses (Fraley et al., 2000), so naturally items 
presenting clear ideal point properties would not be included in the scale, and this could result in 
a lack of full-continuum item coverage in the scale. This problem is also present for almost all 
current self-report attachment measures.  
 To address further our research question of whether adult attachment measures, assessing 
typical behaviors, present ideal point properties and to examine our hypothesis that responses to 
such measures follow an ideal point response process, IRT fit plots were examined.  
 The fit plots for both IRT models showed that the estimated curves fell within the 95% 
confidence intervals of the observed data, further demonstrating that both models fit this set of 




empirical probabilities well and produced similar folding patterns. Although the dominance 
model showed good model fits, I observed folding in response curves for many of the items. 
Both attachment dimensions showed this defining feature of ideal point response process. Figure 
4 shows the GGUM plots of an anxiety and an avoidance item with 95% confidence bounds. 
Note that since the GGUM model does not need reverse coding in data and arbitrarily decides the 
direction of the first item on a scale, it is often required to manually determine the latent trait 
continuum direction based on referencing the sign of the i -item location parameter and the 
actual item content (Roberts et al., 2000). Fit plots from both dimensions showed that the 
foldings occur near the secure end of the continuum, implying that the sample is more securely 
inclined, consistent with prior findings from adult attachment research on the population level.  
Attachment Scoring 
 To determine whether dominance approaches to scoring individuals differed from ideal 
point approaches, I examined the similarities and differences of latent attachment estimates 
under the SGR and the GGUM models. As I noted before, because the direction of the trait 
estimates were arbitrarily determined during the GGUM analyses, and the directions of the 
attachment-related anxiety and avoidance dimensions were inversed, for simplicity of score 
comparisons, I aligned all latent trait estimates in the same direction where higher values indicate 
higher anxiety or avoidance.  
 Notably, the model fits of dominance and ideal point models for the adult attachment 
construct were very similar, and as shown in Table 1, their estimated scores correlated highly 
(Pearson product moment correlations ranging .94 to .98), which is similar to past findings in 
attitude and personality scales (e.g., Roberts et al., 1999; Stark et al., 2006). However, if I 




Figure 5, I can see that the scores under the two models were monotonically related in the middle 
part of the trait continuum but grew more scattered towards the end points. Particularly, there 
was a stark difference in estimated latent attachment levels at the extreme regions of the trait 
estimates. If I single out the extreme regions and denote trait estimates under the dominance 
model larger than 1.5 as “high-anxiety” and “high-avoidance,” 5.34% of the sample is highly 
anxious and 7.81% is highly avoidant. For these top groups, the estimated scores under 
dominance and ideal point models differ substantially. The Pearson product moment correlations 
between dominance and ideal point based estimated scores were 0.34 for the high-anxiety 
individuals and 0.66 for the high-avoidance. These discrepancies at high levels of anxiety and 
avoidance may be important because intervention and clinical work often targets highly insecure 
individuals. Moreover, importantly, the two models diverge in their estimates most substantially 
among this subset of people.  An examination of the response patterns revealed that high anxiety 
or avoidance levels for the SGR were due to a greater number of positive endorsements across 
the scale. However, such individuals were placed at mid-range anxiety or avoidance levels with 
the GGUM model. This corroborates the long-held belief that individuals who endorse all items 
along a bipolar scale should instead be placed at the center (Thurstone, 1928; Tay et al., 2009). 
Therefore, it appears that the GGUM model is appropriately sensitive to this response process.  
In summary, our analyses provide some support for the idea that adult attachment 
measures elicit an ideal point response process from respondents. Specifically, the ECR-R items 
showed similar fit under dominance and ideal point models (despite the ECR-R being built using 
dominance assumptions). Nonetheless, unfolding patterns were evident in the fit plots. Although 
both models provided acceptable fits, the ECR-R showed somewhat better statistical fit with 




developed: The ECR-R items were selected using dominance-based model analyses. Such 
analyses will systematically exclude items representing intermediate levels of the assessed 
constructs. These items, however, most strongly differentiate between dominance and ideal point 







Study 1 suggested that, even if the ideal-point model better captures the item-response 
process used by respondents, the consequences of using dominance versus ideal-point models for 
scoring might be trivial (i.e., total scores derived from the different scoring approaches were 
correlated above 0.97). However, our analyses also revealed something subtle, yet important: 
The divergence in scoring is not random (see Figure 5). Specifically, there are striking 
discrepancies between estimates of insecurity on the extreme ends of the anxiety and avoidance 
dimensions. Although this might have trivial consequences for most between-persons research in 
normal populations, it can be a substantial problem for assessment efforts that (a) require 
measurement precision at the individual level and (b) target insecure people in particular (e.g., 
clinical or intervention work). The simulations reported below were designed to examine more 




 I simulated data for 500 individuals, using a test length of 20 items. As a large number of 
self-reported scales use polytomous item response formats, data were generated for a 5-point 
scale.  
Data Generation 
 Dominance data were generated using the SGR model (Samejima, 1969) where the 
probability of each response option follows the aforementioned Equations (2) and (3). The ia -
item discrimination parameter was sampled from a log-normal distribution (0.2, 0.3) and the four 




(1.0, 2.0), respectively. These values were selected based on past studies simulating polytomous 
data under the SGR (e.g., Reise & Waller, 1990; Tay et al., 2011). Furthermore, the simulees’ 
latent trait j -parameters were sampled from a standard normal distribution. Responses were 
simulated by comparing a random uniform number (0, 1) with the following values, 
1 0( | ) ( | ) ... ( | )ik j ik j i jP x P x P x     . 
 Ideal point data were generated using the polytomous GGUM (Roberts et al., 2000). The 
i -item discrimination, i -location, and ik -subjective threshold parameters were sampled 
following procedures suggested by Roberts and colleagues (see Roberts et al., 2000 for details). 
To make sure that ideal point data could be fitted by a dominance model (for model convergence 
concerns), the item location parameter was sampled for four more than the total number of items 
(N + 4) from a uniform distribution of (-2, 2) and the four middle values were dropped, resulting 
in item locations closer to the extreme ends of the continuum. The same 500 θj values were used 
for the data generation. Items with negative i  values were reverse scored for the SGR IRT 
estimation. No reverse scoring was necessary for the GGUM analyses.  
IRT Model Fitting 
 Both the dominance data and the ideal point data were fitted by a dominance (SGR) and 
an ideal point (GGUM) model. The SGR model was fitted using the ‘mirt’ package (Chalmers, 
2012) in the R environment (R Core Team, 2017). The GGUM model was fitted using 
GGUM2004 (Roberts et al., 2004). Options for both programs were specified to ensure that item 
parameter estimates had converged: (a) the convergence criterion was set to 0.0001; (b) 41 
quadrature points were set from -4 to 4; and (c) the total number of EM cycles was set as 200. 




sources of data generation were obtained for all simulees. Traditional CTT-based scoring was 
also used to obtain a sum score for each simulee. Model fit information was also obtained.  
Results 
 Table 3 presents the correlation table of latent trait scores under the three scoring 
methods (CTT, SGR, and GGUM) from two classes of data generation (dominance and ideal 
point). Tables 3(a) and 3(c) show results consistent with Study 1: The correlation between latent 
trait estimates were highly correlated when dominance-based and unfolding models were used to 
estimate latent trait scores (correlations ranged from 0.94 to 0.99). Tables 3(b) and 3(d) report 
the correlations if I only focus on the top 5% of cases (based on scores from the correctly 
specified model) in the simulated sample. I see that when the true response process follows the 
dominance assumptions, the correlations between the trait estimates based on the true 
(dominance) and the mis-specified models (ideal-point) are extremely high (r = 0.99). This is to 
be expected given that dominance models can be considered special cases of ideal point models. 
Thus, when the data are generated from a dominance process, trait estimates from the two 
models should converge well (see Figure 6[a]).  
However, when the true response process follows the ideal point model assumptions, the 
correlations among the scores diverge in troubling ways. Notice that the problem is especially 
problematic among cases high on the true latent trait dimensions (e.g., highly insecure people). 
In such cases, taking attachment as an example, the people who are the most insecure are 
actually less likely to be scored as insecure; the correlation between anxiety, as scored with 
dominance approaches, and anxiety, as scored with ideal-point approaches, is -0.90 in the 
simulation. This is graphically illustrated in Figure 6(b). An examination of the simulated 




number of positive item endorsements compared to cases with moderate insecurity levels. Thus, 
moderately insecure people at the latent level tended to have higher total scores than people who 
were highly insecure at the latent level.  
These simulation results suggest that, when an ideal-point model is appropriate, but the 
data are scored using dominance assumptions (e.g., as they would be with CTT), people who are 
the most insecure are the least likely to be scored correctly. In fact, the association between 
attachment scores based on dominance scoring and those derived from ideal-point scoring is 
negative among those who are highly insecure.  
 Model fit information showed results as expected and consistent with what I observed in 
Study 1: At the scale level, statistical fits are only marginally sensitive to model mis-
specification3. Note that all model fit indices here are based on simulated data. In other words, 
this is an ideal situation, so it is not surprising that the models best fit when the data are 
generated under those models' assumptions. When empirical data are used, fit results can be less 
clear than they are in simulated cases. Therefore, as much past research has advocated (e.g., 
Stark et al., 2006; Tay et al., 2005; Cho et al., 2015), I continue to urge researchers to examine fit 
plots to examine whether the items show dominance or ideal point qualities.  
  
                                                            
3 RMSEA = 0.01, SRMSR = 0.03, TLI = 0.99, CFI = 0.99 for correct specifications and RMSEA = 0.03, SRMSR = 





Most psychological scales are built and scored using dominance response assumptions. 
Scholars have questioned, however, the validity of such approaches in personality and social 
psychology. I suspect that few researchers developing such instruments explicitly consider how 
individuals respond to items (Tay et al., 2009). This is a cause for concern because past research 
has demonstrated that dominance procedures, such as factor analysis or principal component 
analysis, applied to ideal point data can result in an additional artifact dimension (e.g., Coombs, 
1975; Coombs & Kao, 1960; Davison, 1977). Our findings, show that dominance estimation 
applied to ideal point data can yield inaccurate results (see Figure 6, for example). Moreover, the 
present research mimics traditional methods of scale construction (i.e., Likert scaling), leading to 
the selection of extreme items and a better fit by dominance models. This corresponds to what 
has been found in past research examining the relative fits for psychological scales that have 
been created with dominance methodology (e.g., Cho et al., 2015; Stark et al., 2006; Tay et al., 
2009).  
One could argue that, on the population level, model mis-specifications may not matter 
much and that, because dominance-based procedures are easier to administer and operate, they 
should continue to be used. However, I want to highlight the risks of using mis-specified models 
based on our research. There are many situations in which researchers and practitioners are 
focused explicitly on insecure people. For example, in clinical assessment, the objective is to 
assess a person's attachment pattern so that one can monitor therapeutic progress over time (see 
Obegi & Berant, 2005, for examples). If highly insecure people in particular are the ones who are 
most likely to be mis-measured by applying dominance models inappropriately, the very people 




another example, research on adult attachment is often focused on how insecure people are more 
vulnerable than secure people to a variety of interpersonal stressors, placing them at greater risk 
for interpersonal problems (see Gillath et al., 2016, for a review). However, if highly insecure 
people are not being assessed accurately, then moderator hypotheses cannot be appropriately 
evaluated. Indeed, published moderation results could reflect measurement artifacts rather than 
true moderation processes.  
These issues are worth considering for practical reasons too. Specifying the correct 
measurement model is important for a variety of psychometric applications, including evaluating 
measurement invariance, assessing dimensionality, and adaptive testing. For example, 
differential item functioning (DIF; a way to test for measurement invariance) procedures require 
accurate item parameter estimates for reference and focal groups (e.g., Lord, 1980; Raju, 1988; 
Thissen, Steinberg, & Wainer, 1993). Mis-specified models can lead to poor linking estimates 
(Koenig & Roberts, 2007) and suboptimal bias detection (Penfield & Camilli, 2007), 
jeopardizing test fairness and cross-cultural comparisons.  
There are a few limitations of our studies. First, I only examined one adult attachment 
measure, the ECR-R. Second, I focused on attachment in romantic relationships. Although this is 
appropriate, it does not allow us to make inferences about the response process that might be 
used for measures of attachment in parental relationships or with respect to attachment styles 
more generally.  
Based on our findings, I believe there are several important directions for future research 
on the measurement of adult attachment. First, it would be valuable to develop a set of items that 
are designed to assess trait values at all points along the trait continuum. Doing so would allow 




overlooked with available instruments). Second, there has been little attention to responding 
behavior. Do respondents inflate or suppress their scores when they desire? Does the response 
process change for different aspects of attachment? Are there response distortions (e.g., faking) 
when attachment measures are being used in different contexts (e.g., basic research, clinical 
assessment)? Third, attachment measurement also seems like it could benefit from computerized 
adaptive testing (CAT). Such instruments are often administered in combination with other 
cognitive or non-cognitive assessment inventories, and many instruments are rather long. CAT 
can reduce the length of the questionnaire by selectively administering items to respondents on 
the basis of their responses to previously administered questions. In CAT, items are selected to 
maximize information about a respondent’s trait level so that each respondent is given a tailored 
and shortened yet more effective set of items. Nonetheless, the performance of CAT is 
contingent upon the use of an appropriate underlying response process model. Thus, it is again 






 I have argued that there are many advantages of using an appropriate measurement model 
for assessing psychological constructs and that there are benefits of ideal point procedures 
specifically for attachment. More broadly, I call for attention to the importance of examining the 
nature of the underlying response process to any construct, and emphasize the need to reconsider 
how I construct measurement instruments for self-reported behaviors, as correct model 
specifications will not only increase the accuracy of individual difference measurement, but also 








Table 1. Descriptive Statistics and Correlations for All Study Variables 
 
Note. N = 1293. Male is coded as 1, female as 0.  
Diagonal elements (in italics) of correlation matrix are the reliabilities (Cronbach's alpha for 
CTT scores, and marginal reliabilities for IRT scores). 
  
      cttanx cttavo dmanx ipanx dmavo ipavo 
  M SD Correlations 
Sex 0.27 0.44       
Age 33.41 10.98       
Anxiety 
(CTT) 3.82 1.38 0.936      
Avoidance 
(CTT) 3.15 1.10 0.45 0.926     
Anxiety 
(dominance) 0.00 0.96 0.98 0.45 0.954    
Anxiety 
(dominance) 0.00 0.96 0.94 0.46 0.97 0.965   
Avoidance 
(ideal point) 0.01 0.96 0.42 0.97 0.44 0.45 0.946  
Avoidance 




Table 2. Means and Standard Deviations of the Adjusted 𝛘2/df Ratios 
       Dominance model 
fit (SGR)  
Ideal point model fit 
(GGUM)    
 Adjusted χ2/df   Adjusted χ2/df  
Dimension No. of 
Items 
Grouping M SD M SD 
Attachment-related 
Anxiety 
18 Doubles 5.11 4.36 6.78 5.20 
  
Triples 4.69 2.42 5.81 2.75 
       
Attachment-related 
Avoidance 
18 Doubles 5.94 7.20 7.92 7.14 






Table 3. Correlation of latent trait scores for two types of estimation and data generation 
 
Dominance data Ideal point Dominance CTT 
Ideal point    
Dominance 0.994   
CTT 0.989 0.987   
(a) Dominance data based latent trait score correlations. 
    
Dominance data 
(high) Ideal point Dominance CTT 
Ideal point    
Dominance 0.772   
CTT 0.760 0.900   
(b) Dominance data based high region latent trait score 
correlations. 
    
 Ideal point data Ideal point Dominance CTT 
Ideal point    
Dominance 0.948   
CTT 0.942 0.994   
(c) Ideal point data based latent trait score correlations. 
    
Ideal point data 
(high) Ideal point Dominance CTT 
Ideal point    
Dominance -0.902   
CTT -0.958 0.965   
(d) Ideal point data based high region latent trait score 
correlations. 
 
Note. High region is defined as the subset of the sample where individuals have high true model 
























Figure 4. Example ideal point item response functions for an anxiety and an avoidance item. 
 
(“I rarely worry about my partner leaving me.”) 
 
(“It's not difficult for me to get close to my partner.”) 
Note. Darker points are model item response functions; Lighter points are observed responses 
with 95% confidence intervals.  
Due to the arbitrary nature of latent trait directions in GGUM, higher values of avoidance in this 
graph indicate greater levels of avoidance, but higher values of anxiety indicate lower levels of 

































































Figure 6. Scatter plots for SGR versus GGUM latent trait scores based on Study 2 simulations 
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